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ABSTRACT
Computer simulations for evaluating impacts of parameters and
assessing the likelihood of outcomes typically involve hundreds
to millions of executions on hundreds of processors each and can
take months to complete using current resources. Reducing the
turn-around time by scaling concurrent simulation ensemble runs
to millions of processors is hindered by resource constraints. Our
poster describes a preliminary investigation of mitigating the im-
pacts of these limitations in the LLNL Uncertainty Quantification
Pipeline (UQP) using CRAM. CRAM virtualizes MPI by splitting a
program into separate groups, each with its own sub-communicator
for running a simulation. We launched a single process problem
on all 1.6 million Sequoia cores in under 40 minutes versus 4.5
days. The small problem size resulted in 400,000 concurrent ensem-
ble simulations. Preparations are underway to demonstrate using
CRAM to maximize the number of simulations we can run within
our allocated partition for an ensemble using a multi-physics pack-
age.

1. INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty Quantification studies involve statistically analyzing

the results of hundreds to millions of simulations. Results accuracy
is generally tied to increasing the number of inputs (or sample
points). This is a process that can take months to complete using
current resources due to hardware and system constraints. Our goals
are to reduce the turn-around time and improve machine utilization
by performing more simulations concurrently. This poster describes
our preliminary investigation into extending the LLNL Uncertainty
Quantification Pipeline (UQP) with CRAM to launch ensembles at
scale.

2. MOTIVATION
Current resource constraints preclude performing large scale,

concurrent ensemble simulations. Finite resources and their man-
agement are key obstacles. Our experience using machines at LLNL
and LANL revealed roadblocks to running more than a few thousand
simultaneous UQ simulations even on one of the top three Super-
computers. Key system limits were process counts and front-end
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node (FEN) memory. Many HPC scheduling systems top out at
between 256 and 4 K simultaneous runs, given 16 GB and 256 GB
of memory, respectively. A machine with 1.6 million cores would
require about 96 TB of memory to launch one application per core.
Increasing system limits and boosting memory solves part of the
problem but the resource manager still limits the total number of
concurrent jobs.

3. LLNL UQ PIPELINE
The UQP is a scientific workflow system for running and ana-

lyzing the uncertainty of concurrent simulations for UQ studies [5].
Using a simple, non-intrusive interface, the UQP provides the fol-
lowing capabilities:

• sampling high dimensional uncertainty spaces;
• generating ensembles of simulations;
• analyzing ensemble output;
• constructing surrogate models;
• performing sensitivity studies;
• incorporating observational data;
• performing statistical inferences; and
• estimating parameter values and probability distributions.

4. CRAM

Figure 1: CRAM intercepts and translates MPI calls to allow
many simulations to execute concurrently in a single run.

CRAM is a tool developed at LLNL for packing a large num-
ber of MPI-based simulations into a single simulation run [1, 3].
Command line arguments, environments, and working directories
are compressed into an input file used by the CRAM library, which



must be linked with the application. Figure 1 illustrates CRAM
intercepting and mapping MPI calls.

5. UQP WITH CRAM

Figure 2: The UQP now packs N ensemble simulations into M
execution groups with up to N/M runs per group.

Sample point processing was modified to divide the ensemble
into groups of runs, each packed into a CRAM input file, as shown
in Figure 2. File system-related bottlenecks for managing working
directories and collecting simulation results were also addressed
through a C program the off-loaded the work onto the compute
nodes.

6. MASSIVELY PARALLEL ENSEMBLES
Our proof-of-principle used a single-core, UQ-style example

to demonstrate scaling to millions of jobs. We ran our ensemble
on Sequoia, a 1.6 million core machine ranked in the top three
on the Graph500 [2] and Top500 [4] lists. Sequoia was originally
designed to support UQ jobs involving hundreds of large, concurrent
simulations, each using thousands of processors. However, as this
problem demonstrates, the UQ program evolved to require thousands
to millions of smaller simulation runs.

The application estimates π using independent, randomly chosen
points and the probability that a point lies within a circle circum-
scribed by a square with side 2r:

Sequoia was divided into 192 512-node partitions with CRAM
packing 8K applications into each run. Figure 3 shows elapsed time
as a function of application launches. All 1.6 M runs launched in
under 40 minutes.

7. FUTURE WORK
Providing scientists with the ability to successfully complete

ensemble simulations on modern HPC machines requires the ability
to detect and recover from errors. More work is needed to automate
the assessment, recovery, and rescheduling of individual simulation
runs spawned using the CRAM extension.

8. SUMMARY
The UQP was extended to include CRAM, which provides an

MPI wrapper library that automatically manages the execution of

Figure 3: The UQP launched 715 applications per second (ver-
sus four) with the new technology.

multiple simulations in a single MPI job. We demonstrated the
ability to launch up to one concurrent UQ simulation run per core
by reducing the resource management load on the system.
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